CHINESE LANGUAGE EDUCATION RESEARCH ROUNDTABLE 2019:

“RESEARCHING EXPERIENCES OF TRANSNATIONAL CHINESE LANGUAGE LEARNING AND CURRICULAR INNOVATION”

MONDAY, DECEMBER 9, 2019 | 11:00 - 1:30 PM
PONDEROSA COMMONS OAK HOUSE, UBC MULTIPURPOSE ROOM, PCOH 2012

With short presentations and general discussion featuring:

Patsy Duff (LLED), Organizer
Duanduan Li (Asian Studies)
Raymond Pai (Asian Studies/Education)
Zoe Lam (Asian Studies)
Qian Wang (Asian Studies)
Xiaowen Xu (Asian Studies)
Hsiang-ning Sunnie Wang (Asian Studies)
Guofang Li (LLED)
Zhuo San (LLED)
Lewis Cheng (LLED)
Liam Doherty (LLED)
Klara Abdi (LLED)
Dmitri Detwyler (LLED)
Ai Mizuta (LLED)
and others....

Light lunch provided. All welcome!
This talk will take place on the traditional, unceded, and occupied territories of the Musqueam people.